
Class-10 (25/5/20) 
HINDI 
* Doordarshan ke labh Hani Vishay per ek nibandh likhiye. 
Sanket Bindu- durdarshan ka Arth aur Parichay, durdarshan ki upyogita, durdarshan ki lokpriyata ke karan, durdarshan 
se hone wali haniyan, Nishkarsh. 
 
*SCIENCE 
1... What is larynx ?why does food and liquid not enter the trachea during swallowing? 
2.... Draw the structure of lungs and mention the lob of lungs, pleura, plural cavity and plural fluid.  
3... Name the type of respiration in which end products are ... 
a.. C2H5OH and CO2 . 
b.. CO2 and H2O. 
C... lactic acid. 
 
*ENGLISH 
Answers of ex-9 
1. No other summer has been as this summer in the last ten years. 
2. The taxi driver said that the passenger opened the door and jumped out before he could say a word.  
3. Robinson’s companion Friday received a gift every Friday.  
4. Hardly had the game got over when the chess pieces were put into the box. 
5. The hike was too hard for Joan and she had to turn back just an hour into it.  
6. If the rain does not stop, the game will not resume. 
7. Jonas prefers to stay at home than to go out and plan in the rain. 
8. Inspite of the best efforts by the Police, the money could not be retrieved. 
9. A good job was done by the new machine to compress the garments 
10. A lot of people have the capability to lead a team. 
11. No sooner did the gates open than the shoppers rushed in. 
12. The clock struck twelve and out ran the children. 
13. The wall was driven into, by Tomas with his car. 
14. Only if you eat fish will you become intelligent. 
15. Was James barely able to stand straight? 
 
Exercise-10 
 Complete with the suitable prepositions: 
 
1. The people are___the table___the dining room. 
2. The stairs are___the bathroom___the second floor. 
3. The bedroom is___the attic(room in roof) ___the third floor. 
4. The washing machine is____the dryer. 
5. The steps are in__ of the door. 
6. The tools are____the peg(wooden nail) board. 
7. The peg board is____the basement. 
8. The basement is__ the house. 
9. The cupboards are__ the counter. 
10. The roof is__ the house. 
11. The books are____the book case. 
12. The woman is putting something____the oven. 
13. The dresser is____the mirror. 
14. The shelf is____the washing machine and table. 
15. The box is___the table___the basement. 
16. The dishes are___the china cabinet___the dining room. 
17. The kitchen is___the first floor___the house. 
18. The computer is___the room__the third floor___the attic 
19. The play is__ Monday, __ 9:30__ night 
20. I study__ the morning and work__ the afternoon. 


